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Dear DNR and USFWS: 

 

The American Forest Resource Council (“AFRC”) appreciates the continued efforts of DNR and 

USFWS toward a final long-term conservation strategy for the marbled murrelet.  AFRC 

believes the RDEIS has significant flaws, however, which we urge DNR and USFWS to correct.  

In summary, the key flaws are: 

 

• Under SEPA, the elements of the environment that must be addressed in an EIS include 

“public services and utilities,” including fire, police, schools, parks or other recreational 

facilities, maintenance, . . . and other government services or utilities.  WAC 197-11-

444(d).  Every acre removed from commercial forestry under this proposal results in a 

direct reduction in public services and utilities in some of Washington’s poorest counties.  

The EIS must describe specifically the impact on public services in each affected county 

from the alternatives and must propose mitigation for those impacts. 

• The RDEIS does not adequately recognize the growth of marbled murrelet habitat that 

will occur over time from the 567,000 acres of trust land that DNR has already set aside 

in its Habitat Conservation Plan (“HCP”) for a range of environmental purposes, 

including protection of the northern spotted owl, protection of riparian areas, and 

protection of steep and unstable slopes.  No one can “create” marbled murrelet habitat; it 

takes generations.  But these 567,000 acres – already set aside – are expected and 

intended over time to take on the characteristics of old growth that are essential to 

murrelet nesting. 

• The RDEIS uses “p-stage” analysis to identify “habitat” without recognizing the 

unambiguous science that has developed over the twenty-one years since the HCP was 

approved, which demonstrates that unless a stand has all the characteristics required by 

the murrelet – large enough trees to have large horizontal branches or platforms high in 

the tree, with a significant crown above the branch or platform, in a stand with a broken 
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canopy allowing high-speed landings and take-offs – then the murrelet cannot use the 

stand and it is not habitat.  The RDEIS also fails to recognize that many DNR stands that 

contain large trees will not develop those characteristics for generations, because they are 

over-stocked stands with a large hemlock component and will remain in the stem-

exclusion stage of development until long after the HCP has expired.   

• The RDEIS fails to adequately recognize that under all alternatives, all “occupied stands” 

are protected – including stands not known to be occupied but classified as “occupied” by 

DNR’s 2008 Science Team because they were indistinguishable from occupied stands.  

In its identification of alternatives, the RDEIS fails to recognize that DNR’s trust 

responsibility to its income beneficiaries does not permit it to divert trust assets to non-

trust uses where not required in order to avoid take of the marbled murrelet. 

• The RDEIS proposes alternatives that would take tens of thousands of acres of trust land 

out of commercial production, even though these acres will not become marbled murrelet 

habitat in this century.  “P-stage” analysis, which the RDEIS relies on, masks the on-the-

ground reality in misleading science-speak.  To understand the nature of what is being 

proposed, AFRC has committed resources to review and photograph the actual stands 

being proposed to be taken out of commercial forestry.  The photos show forest stands 

that will not be murrelet habitat for generations because: they are very young; they are 

commercially mature but overstocked; they are of a species composition lacking large, 

high horizontal limbs; and/or they contain stands with a tight canopy that murrelets 

cannot fly through to land.   

• The RDEIS incorrectly suggests that the Board of Natural Resources (“Board”) should 

consider requesting an amendment to the existing HCP and whether a corresponding 

amendment to the Permit is required under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”).  To the 

contrary, USFWS must consider the Board’s request and evaluate whether an amendment 

is required under the Implementation Agreement executed in 1997, not under the ESA as 

the RDEIS suggests.  Compounding this error, the proposed Amendment included with 

the RDEIS erroneously attempts to mirror the USFWS Recovery Plan for the marbled 

murrelet, for instance by proposing development of the “strategic” habitat areas, applying 

an extremely low age threshold (80 years) for the identification of “low quality” habitat, 

setting aside non-habitat as “security forests” and “future security forests” and not as any 

kind of buffer.  Not only does RDEIS’s reliance on the recovery plan ignore the empirical 

evidence of what the marbled murrelet actually needs to survive, it does so without 

acknowledging that DNR is not free to simply “assist” in USFWS recovery goals when 

doing so would violate DNR’s trust obligations. 

• The climate analysis in the RDEIS is inadequate, as it fails to account for substitution 

effects whereby the use wood products displaces carbon emission from alternative 

products.  As a result of this oversight, the RDEIS exaggerates the carbon benefits of 

harvest reductions. 

 

AFRC will argue to DNR and USFWS that, given DNR’s trust responsibilities, Alternative 

B is the only possible alternative.  Alternative B fully meets all of DNR’s legal requirements 

under its HCP and the ESA.  Because of DNR’s trust obligations, it cannot dedicate more trust 

land than required to meet that criteria to non-income producing uses.  For the moment, however, 
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the issue is the adequacy of the EIS.  AFRC urges DNR and USFWS to correct the errors in the 

RDEIS. 

 

AFRC members own the forest products mills that are the primary market for DNR’s timber.  

They have, in turn, invested hundreds of millions of dollars in those mills, and depend on a stable 

supply of timber from DNR.  In 1997, when the state lands HCP was approved, it was expected 

to offer stability and predictability to AFRC members and DNR trust beneficiaries.  

Unfortunately, the decades-long failure to complete the long-term marbled murrelet conservation 

has had the opposite effect:  it has reduced harvests and timber supply to mills and resulted in 

declining timber sale revenue to beneficiaries.   

 

In 1997, essentially nothing was known about how, if at all, marbled murrelets use DNR trust 

lands for nesting.  As a result, the HCP outlined an extremely conservative “interim” strategy, to 

be carried out while DNR conducted field research necessary to understand murrelet use of 

DNR’s lands.  In exchange for the long-term commitment of the HCP and the surrender of 

substantial commercial productivity of trust lands, DNR received from the USFWS an Incidental 

Take Permit (“Permit”), which allows it to conduct harvest in marginal “suitable habitat,” even if 

doing so results in incidental take of a marbled murrelet.  See Incidental Take Permit No. 

812521, Condition G and Biological Opinion at 129-130 (authorizing the incidental take of 

marbled murrelet by harvest of between “18,245 and 74,286 acres of unsurveyed, suitable 

marbled murrelet habitat”).  

 

Since 1997, DNR has conducted the research required by the HCP.  This research provides the 

solid scientific foundation for a long-term conservation plan that was missing in 1997.  That 

research makes it clear that the marbled murrelet nests almost exclusively in coastal mature and 

old-growth coniferous forests—very old, very large, very tall trees with large horizontal limbs 

more than 50 feet off the ground, and multiple canopy layers and canopy gaps to provide 

openings for marbled murrelets to enter.   

 

Although the research has confirmed that the marbled murrelet is an old-growth species, 

finalizing a long-term plan has been hampered by a desire to set aside trust land that does not 

contain the necessary old-growth habitat features.  With one exception, the alternatives described 

in the RDEIS set aside more land for marbled murrelet conservation than the marbled murrelet 

uses.  Setting aside these additional acres will do little, if anything, to change the forces that are 

adversely impacting the marbled murrelet.  As the manager of trust land for income 

beneficiaries, DNR cannot set aside land for wildlife conservation if it is not legally required to 

do so.  Because nothing in the ESA, HCP, or the Permit require that DNR set aside land that is 

not necessary to avoid additional take of the marbled murrelet, the only reasonable, viable, legal 

alternative is the alternative that maximizes revenue to the beneficiaries while also meeting state 

and federal conservation laws.  This alternative is Alternative B.    

 

 /// 

 /// 

 /// 

 /// 
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A. The RDEIS fails to describe the potential significant adverse economic and fiscal 

impacts to the delivery of public services. 

 

As a starting place and consistent with AFRC’s comments, we note that LTCS alternatives will 

have significant adverse fiscal and economic impact on trust beneficiaries who depend upon 

revenue from timber sales for their day-to-day operations.  These beneficiaries provide important 

public services, all of which are elements of the environment.  See WAC 197-11-440(6)(a); 197-

11-430(2), (4)(d); 197-11-444.   Under SEPA, the RDEIS must analyze impacts of the LTCS 

alternatives to those services, including specific impacts on each relevant beneficiary.  It fails to 

do so.  Consequently, the RDEIS also fails to describe the ways in which the significant adverse 

impacts to those public services will be mitigated.  The RDEIS is plainly inadequate in the 

absence of fiscal and economic impact analysis on the alternatives it describes.  As described in 

Appendix B hereto, extensive economic data is readily and publicly available.   

 

B. The Marbled Murrelet is an old-growth species and its habitat is already protected 

by existing DNR policy.  

 

The underlying premise of the HCP’s treatment of the marbled murrelet was that the long-term 

strategy would be based on data that had not yet been gathered.  See Intra-Service Concurrence 

Memorandum and Biological Opinion for the Washington Department of Natural Resources’ 

Habitat Conservation Plan (“BiOp”) at 140 (Jan. 27, 1997).  As a result, the HCP adopted a 

conservative “interim” strategy that protected sites that were occupied by marbled murrelets plus 

“reclassified habitat.”  This combination was conservative because it provided more forest cover 

than was actually necessary to support marbled murrelets.  The resulting overprotection allowed 

DNR to conduct studies to better understand the actual habitat marbled murrelets use and to base 

its long-term murrelet conservation strategy on those studies.  See BiOp at 11.  DNR was issued 

the Permit by USFWS that allowed the release of low quality “marginal” habitat for harvest, 

even though at the time it was assumed to contain five percent of all occupied sites.  See Bi-Op at 

11.   

 

The research conducted since 1997 confirms that the marbled murrelet nests almost exclusively 

in coastal mature and old-growth coniferous forests—very old (generally over 90 years of age), 

very large (≥32 dbh), very tall trees with horizontal limbs seven inches in diameter or larger, 

more than 50 feet off the ground, in stands with multiple canopy layers, and canopy gaps to 

provide openings for marbled murrelets to enter.  The “marginal” habitat that DNR was allowed 

to harvest under its Permit meets none of these criteria.  Murrelets do not have a choice about 

their habitat; their inability to land by perching or take off without falling means the nest branch 

must be high off the ground.  The fact that they don’t build nests but simply lay their eggs on a 

horizontal branch means that the branch must be large.  The fact that they need weather and 

predator protection from the tree above the nest branch means that the branch must not be at the 

top of the tree.  See Nelson, S. K., and T. E. Hamer. 1995. Nesting Biology and Behavior of the 

Marbled Murrelet.  Taken together, these life-history qualities of the murrelet mean that the 

marbled murrelet is truly old-growth dependent.  Nothing else will do.  The outcome of this 

research is that “marginal” habitat is not valuable as a long-term conservation strategy and very 
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likely includes fewer than five percent of potentially occupied sites (the assumption in 1997) 

and, more likely, no occupied sites.   

 

DNR’s trust lands are almost entirely “marginal” habitat:  second growth, managed commercial 

stands.1  “Marginal” habitat contains small, tightly spaced trees for the reported age of the stand, 

with crowns that are small, and horizontal branches that are smaller than necessary for nesting 

and therefore lacks the attributes critical to marbled murrelet habitat.  Nor will “marginal” 

habitat develop attributes necessary to becoming murrelet habitat within the life of the HCP (i.e., 

before 2067).  At the time of the HCP’s preparation, USFWS understood that the development of 

stands with old-growth characteristics necessary for murrelets could take between 100 and 250 

years. See BiOp at 97. 

 

The analysis included with the RDEIS confirms that present stands of western hemlock trees will 

not mature into murrelet habitat until they are 210 - 230 years old.  That means they must now be 

at least 160 years old to grow into habitat between now and the end of the HCP.  Douglas-fir 

stands develop habitat characteristics even more slowly; a Douglas-fir stand that is 300 years old 

is still generally not murrelet habitat.  The 2008 Science Team Report on which the RDEIS relies 

for this analysis reached the same conclusions.  See 2008 Science Team Report at 4-14 (“No 

marbled murrelet habitat capability was projected to develop in Douglas-fir plantations because 

their transition to the lowest P-stage class occurred after the end of the simulation period 

(2067).”); id. (concluding with respect to western hemlock, that these plantations will achieve 

only “a low level of habitat capability” by 2067 (i.e., P-stage = 0.25)).  As explained below, 

DNR has made a critical error in describing the age at which Western Hemlock reaches P-stage 

of 0.25.  Correcting this error further confirms that there is no scenario under which DNR’s 

second-growth managed stands will ever become murrelet habitat during the life of the HCP. 

   

Forest stands on DNR lands that are already old enough to become murrelet habitat during the 

life of the HCP (160 years old or older) are already protected, either as old growth or occupied 

sites.  Releasing “marginal” habitat will not result in additional take of murrelet.  More critically, 

protecting “marginal” habitat will do nothing to increase the amount of actual habitat for the 

marbled murrelet, either now or in the next 50 years.   

 

DNR, as trustee, is required to manage land held in trust for income beneficiaries with undivided 

loyalty to those beneficiaries.  Thus, DNR has no ability to take land out of commercial 

production to benefit other values or policy objectives, beyond whatever constraints are imposed 

on it under law.  Although a trustee managing land may have other “public” goals it would like 

to achieve, it cannot pursue those goals at the expense of the income beneficiaries.  That 

principle is embedded in Washington law governing DNR.  See RCW 79.10.120 (permitting 

management of trust land for multiple uses only where “compatible with those basic activities 

necessary to fulfill the financial obligations of trust management”).   

  

                                                 
1 The only significant exception to this is on the Olympic Peninsula, where other DNR policies protect remaining 

old growth. 
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DNR is also required to comply with federal law, including the ESA.  That is why it sought and 

received an Incidental Take Permit through its HCP.  But the ESA requires only that DNR avoid 

take of threatened species, and the HCP requires only that DNR develop a long-term marbled 

murrelet plan that meets the requirements of the HCP, including providing mitigation for any 

additional take beyond that already authorized by the Permit.  Setting aside thousands of acres of 

trust lands to grow habitat after the HCP expires does not plausibly minimize or mitigate take 

during the period of the HCP.  DNR has no authority to set aside trust land that does not 

minimize or mitigate take during the period of the HCP. 

  

It appears that DNR and USFWS believe the LTCS alternatives must contribute to the recovery 

of the murrelet.  An HCP is not a recovery plan, and HCPs were designed by Congress to 

authorize incidental take, not to serve as mandatory recovery tools.  16 U.S.C. § 1539(a)(2)(A).  

Thus, the applicable HCP Handbook recognizes that, at initial HCP issuance, the ESA “does not 

explicitly require an HCP to recover listed species, or contribute to their recovery objectives 

outlined in a recovery plan.”  USFWS, Final Handbook for Handbook for Habitat Conservation 

Planning and Incidental Take Permitting Process, p. 3-20 (November 4, 1996) (emphasis 

added).2 

 

Moreover, the LTCS is governed by the existing Permit and Implementation Agreement, under 

which mitigation is required only if there is additional take beyond that authorized by the Permit.  

Thus the LTCS not judged by the extent to which is meets the standards of a recovery plan or 

supports recovery of the species.  With respect to DNR, which has no authority to do more than 

is required by law, DNR cannot agree to an HCP that sets aside stands to meet recovery plan 

standards.     

 

C. The RDEIS uses the wrong legal standard in recommending a long-term 

conservation strategy and the proposed HCP amendment exceeds DNR’s legal 

obligations to comply with the existing Permit and Implementation Agreement. 

 

The RDEIS describes alternatives for the Board to consider in requesting an amendment to the 

existing HCP and considering whether a corresponding amendment to the Permit is required.  

What the RDEIS does not do, however, is explain that DNR does not need to start the process 

from the beginning and have its long-term strategy evaluated anew under the ESA.  DNR already 

has an approved HCP and a Permit that allows for incidental take of marbled murrelet.  

Modification of these operative documents follows the terms of the Implementation Agreement 

that is attached as Appendix B to the HCP.   

 

USFWS must consider the Board’s request for an amendment to the HCP and evaluate whether 

an amendment to the Permit is required under the Implementation Agreement, not, as the RDEIS 

states, under the standard of Section 10 of the ESA (16 USC §1539(a)), which applies to the 

                                                 
2 The 2016 revision to the HCP Handbook is consistent with the 1996 Handbook on this point.  See USFWS & 

National Marine Fisheries Service, Habitat Conservation Planning and Incidental Take Permit Processing 

Handbook (Dec. 21, 2016), at 2-7, stating, “Although the Services cannot require that applicants actively work 

toward recovering species, we should encourage applicants to develop HCPs that produce a net conservation gain 

that contributes to recovery of the species.” (emphasis added). 
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initial approval of an HCP.3  Section 25.3(c) of the Implementation Agreement provides that 

HCP amendments that do not increase the level of incidental take already permitted in the Permit 

do not require an amendment to the Permit.  Critically, having already determined the amount of 

mitigation necessary for the issuance of the Permit in 1997, no additional mitigation will be 

necessary unless the proposed HCP amendment increases the level of incidental take beyond the 

already authorized level.   

 

The RDEIS does not describe any incidental take that has occurred under the Permit since 1997.  

Nor does it describe any incidental take that will occur under any alternative.  The absence of 

quantification of any incidental take that has occurred, or will occur, is consistent with the 

science: little, if any, incidental take results from harvest of second-growth commercial forests 

without critical old-growth characteristics because the marbled murrelet is an old growth-

dependent species.  

 

DNR has identified as the second objective of the proposed action “provide forest conditions in 

strategic locations on forested trust lands that minimize and mitigate incidental take of marbled 

murrelets” with the expectation that this objective will “make a significant contribution to 

maintaining and protecting marbled murrelet populations.”  (RDEIS S-2.)  This “significant 

contribution” goal is legally impermissible, as it turns a descriptive statement from the HCP (p. 

IV-44) into an additional requirement.  As such, the purpose and need statement is inadequate 

and inappropriate.  “Where an action is taken pursuant to a specific statute, the statutory 

objectives of the project serve as a guide by which to determine the reasonableness of objectives 

outlined in an EIS.”  Westlands Water Dist. v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 376 F.3d 853, 866 (9th Cir. 

2004).  Because the second objective violates DNR’s trust obligations, it is unreasonable. 

 

Because there is no additional take beyond that authorized by the Permit, additional 

minimization and mitigation is not necessary to obtain approval of the HCP Amendment by 

USFWS.  Furthermore, any action to satisfy this objective will result in setting aside trust lands 

that DNR would otherwise be authorized to harvest and would therefore violate the trust 

mandate.  While this objective may be an appropriate goal for the USFWS, it is not an 

appropriate objective for DNR in light of the trust mandate.  

 

Instead of recognizing the correct legal framework in which the amendment to the HCP must be 

evaluated, the RDEIS and the proposed amendment to the HCP essentially start from scratch. 

Neither sufficiently recognizes the significant mitigation provided by the 567,000 acres that are 

already set aside.  Neither quantifies the amount of incidental take that has occurred under the 

existing Permit.  Neither directly states or quantifies the amount of additional incidental take that 

will occur under the alternatives beyond that which was already authorized.  These documents 

are written as though DNR had not already set aside significant land in order to obtain a Permit 

in 1997.   

                                                 
3 USFWS’s statements that it is evaluating its legal obligation under Section 10, see RDEIS 1-1, overstate the 

analysis and requirements here.  DNR has a fiduciary obligation to insist that USFWS apply the correct standard in 

light of the existing Permit, HCP and Implementation Agreement.  USFWS also has a legal duty to refrain from 

inducing DNR to breach its fiduciary obligations.  LaHue v. Keystone Inv. Co., 6 Wn. App. 765, 783 (1972); Locke 

v. Andrasko, 178 Wn. 145, 153 (1934). 
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D. Only Alternative B meets the LTCS’s objectives and DNR’s trust mandate. 

 

An amendment to the HCP must be consistent with the principles of trust management, an 

obligation the RDEIS appropriately identifies as its first objective for the development of the 

long-term conservation strategy.  See also County of Skamania v. State, 102 Wn.2d 127 (1984).  

The Board is required to establish policies that are “based on sound principles designed to 

achieve the maximum effective development and use of trust lands and resources.”  RCW 

43.30.215(2) (emphasis added).  As trustee for the state forest land, DNR has the duty to produce 

long-term and short-term income for the trust beneficiaries, preserve the productivity and protect 

the forest land.  State Owned Forests v. Sutherland, 124 Wn. App. 400 (2004).  Multiple-use 

management on trust lands is only allowed if additional uses are compatible with DNR’s 

financial obligations to trust beneficiaries.  See RCW 79.10.120; Chuckanut Conservancy v. 

Dep’t of Natural Resources, 156 Wn.2d 274 (2010).   

 

The constraints placed on DNR by its fiduciary duties are understood by USFWS.  In approving 

the 1997 HCP, USFWS rejected an alternative proposed by the environmental caucus even 

though that alternative would have resulted in greater conservation of lands and was described by 

USFWS as “the environmentally preferable alternative.”4  USFWS rejected this alternative 

because it would result in lower harvest volumes and lower revenues for the trust beneficiaries 

and adversely affect regional employment and income, and because the alternative proposed by 

DNR met the statutory criteria for a permit under the ESA.  See Record of Decision for the HCP 

dated Jan. 27, 1997 (“ROD”) at 26. 

 

Although there has been some criticism of Alternative B because it does not set aside more trust 

land for conservation or “mitigation,” additional set aside acres are not required by the ESA, the 

HCP, the Permit, or the Implementation Agreement.  In fact, they are not legally permitted by 

DNR’s trust mandate.  Alternative B sets aside all trust land occupied by the marbled murrelet.  

Alternative B does not set aside additional trust land that is not occupied by marbled murrelets or 

does not contain the old growth characteristics needed by the species with the hope that it will 

eventually become marbled murrelet habitat.  As described above, the “hope” that DNR’s state 

lands will grow into marbled murrelet habitat during the life of the HCP is not supported by any 

science or empirical evidence.  Because the development of stands with old-growth 

characteristics will not occur during the life of HCP, the inclusion of areas that are not presently 

occupied by the marbled murrelet with the thought that they will become marbled murrelet 

habitat during the life of the HCP is scientifically flawed and would be futile.  Any such set-

asides are in direct violation of the Board and DNR’s fiduciary duties to the beneficiaries. 

  

 

 

                                                 
4 That alternative, Alternative C, would have allowed no harvest of marginal habitat and no harvest of surveyed 

unoccupied habitat until the long-term conservation plan was adopted.  ROD at 9.   
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E. Substantial existing protections provide as much suitable mature and old-growth 

habitat as DNR lands are capable of providing within the remaining term of the 

HCP.   

 

DNR’s actions, through the adoption of the HCP in 1997, its removal of acres under the Trust 

Land Transfer program, and other programs and policies, such as the Forest Riparian Restoration 

Strategy, have already surrendered a substantial portion of the long-term productivity of the 

state’s trust lands.5  In particular, the species protections granted by the HCP and land set aside 

for other conservation purposes—for instance, Natural Area Preserves and Natural Resources 

Conservation Area—already result in the development of old forest conditions over time in 

riparian areas, on steep and unstable slopes and on other areas covered by the HCP. 6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

All these efforts are unaltered by the long-term conservation areas, and provide conservation 

benefits to the marbled murrelet, including 567,000 acres of DNR land that have already been set 

aside.7  These existing policies and programs also require that the selection of a long-term 

conservation strategy result in no additional decrease in the harvests from trust lands covered by 

the HCP.   

 

F. The RDEIS uses “habitat” for stands that cannot now –and will not during the 

remainder of the HCP – provide nesting for murrelets.  The RDEIS also applies the 

p-stage model to overstate the existing, or potential, marbled murrelet habitat on 

state lands.   

 

The RDEIS proposes new marbled murrelet-specific set-aside areas in a range of alternatives.  

Most importantly, every alternative protects “occupied sites.”  The RDEIS considers a site 

“occupied” if surveys showed signs of actual occupancy, or if it was included within “occupied 

sites” by DNR’s 2008 Science Team.   Even if there was no evidence of occupation, stands that 

had the same characteristics as stands which were found to be occupied in DNR surveys are 

deemed to be occupied.8  Thus, “occupied” sites provide for both the current population and an 

expanded population.  Thus, Alternative B, which sets aside all “occupied” habitat, sets aside all 

DNR stands which research since 1997 have shown to be capable of supporting marbled murrelet 

nesting. 

 

                                                 
5 Since 1997 there has been a loss of 200,000 acres of state trust lands in the HCP analysis area. Compare 1997 

Final Habitat Conservation Plan (Sept. 1997) at I.3, with RDEIS at S-4 (1.38 million acres in the HCP analysis area).  

The loss of operable state trust lands substantially impairs DNR’s ability to meet its trust obligations and threatens 

the livelihood of independent mills and family wage earners in the forest products industry across Western 

Washington.     
6 The area of land managed by DNR as Natural Area Preserves and Natural Resources Conservations Areas has 

increased since 1997, from 66,000 to 89,000 acres. Compare 1997 HCP at I.5, with 2016 RDEIS at 2-10. 
7 The 567,000 acres are principally composed of long-term conservation commitments for other species, Natural 

Area Preserves and Natural Resources Conservation Areas, and existing high quality northern spotted owl habitat.  

See RDEIS at 2-10.  But the purpose of the set-aside is irrelevant if murrelet conservation benefits are the result. 
8 The Science Team added 16,000acres to “occupied” habitat based on its conclusions that the stands were similar to 

stands found to be occupied.   
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Beyond “occupied” habitat, the Action Alternatives C through H set aside varying amounts of 

additional forest, ostensibly to create a network of long-term forest cover that DNR asserts could 

be helpful to the marbled murrelet in the future.  Active management opportunities in these set-

asides are limited or entirely foreclosed.9   

 

The premise of these set-asides – that they assist the marbled murrelet now or in the future – is 

flawed.  The inclusion of these set-aside areas will not impact the survival or the recovery of the 

murrelet or make either more likely.  This is because under DNR’s past management, forest that 

is not presently occupied by marbled murrelets will not develop the attributes necessary to 

become marbled murrelet habitat during the life of the HCP.   

 

The most detailed research on the requirements for nesting sites for marbled murrelets is Nelson 

and Hamer, “Nesting Biology and Behavior of the Marbled Murrelet” (1995) and Nelson and 

Hammer “Nest Success and the Effects of Predation on Marbled Murrelets” (1995).10   They 

show that the marbled murrelet requires key components of a forest stand in order to nest.  

Without those components, the stand is of no use to the bird.  Those components include: 

 

• A large diameter (≥ 7 inches) horizontal limb or large platform, high in the tree.  If the 

nest limb or platform is not large enough, there is a risk that the egg will roll off or the 

chick will fall off, especially in cases of high wind. 

• The limb must be 30 to 40 meters in the air.  Murrelets approach the nest tree at high 

speed, as low as five meters from the ground, and land by crashing into the nest limb in a 

stall landing.  They leave by a drop-takeoff, in which they drop five to 30 meters before 

gaining adequate speed for flight.  Fledglings leave the nest on their first flight and must 

fly straight to the ocean.  If the nest tree is not high enough, the fledgling risks being 

grounded during that first flight, and is unlikely to be able to take flight again. 

• The nest limb or platform must have significant tree canopy above it, for both weather 

protection for the chick and to protect it from detection by predators flying overhead. 

Additionally, this canopy above the nest limb or platform aides in the growing conditions 

conducive for moss growth. Another key nest requirement. 

                                                 
9 As the illustrations on RDEIS page 2-16 make clear, the areas of Long-Term Forest Cover will also result in 

“landlocked” parcels whose use and value will be effectively destroyed because management options, such as road 

building, will be limited or foreclosed entirely in the surrounding land through which access is critically necessary.   

The RDEIS lacks any guiding policy on how DNR plans to address new roads that may need to go through emphasis 

areas, special habitat areas, and MMMAs in order to reach unrestricted stands. This omission needs to be addressed 

and the impact, if any, to road building options through these areas described. If road building options will be 

foreclosed, the RDEIS needs to quantify and examine the impact of the acreage lost to the inability to build roads to 

access unrestricted, but “landlocked” timber in all alternatives other than B, which does not present this issue.     
10 Bloxtin and Raphael, “Breeding Ecology of the Marbled Murrelet in Washington State (2009) reports on the 

characteristics of eighteen murrelet nests of birds captured and radio tagged at sea and then followed to their nests 

between 2004 and 2008.  The smallest nest tree was 79 cm (31 inches) dbh.  The median nest tree diameter was 136 

cm (53 inches) dbh.  These are very large trees, not found in DNR stands, with the possible exception of those 

stands that have been identified as “occupied.”  Only four of the nesting efforts monitored in Bloxtin and Raphael 

were successful, but only one failed due to predation.  The rest generally failed because the egg never hatched or the 

chick starved.  In both cases, the probable limiting factor is food supply in the ocean environment, not inadequate 

nesting habitat. 
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• The nest tree must have an approach path for the murrelet to fly low through the forest at 

very high speeds.  This includes openings in the canopy or stand so they can enter the 

stand of trees.  Murrelets are excellent swimmers, but the same characteristics that enable 

them to swim make them incapable of flying at low speeds or maneuvering in close 

quarters. 

Because these requirements are a direct function of inherent, biological characteristics of the 

murrelet, stands without trees meeting those criteria are not nest stands.  These are the 

characteristics that are found in true old growth forests.  But stands without these old-forest 

characteristics cannot be used by marbled murrelets.  

 

Alternatives C through H include various forms of what the RDEIS euphemistically calls 

“habitat” as short hand for what it suggests is “potential future habitat.”  See Appendix E-1 

(emphasis added).  But “potential habitat” is not “habitat” in any ordinary sense of the word, 

meaning an area where a creature can live.  Instead, as used in the RDEIS, “potential habitat” 

describes the results of a modeling exercise that identifies “potential future habitat” on a 

spectrum of probability from “low quality” to “higher quality” habitat.  The RDEIS is, at best, 

misleading in its use of the word “habitat” to suggest it is protecting land in which a marbled 

murrelet could nest now or at any time during the period of the HCP.   

 

The flaw with this approach is that what the modeling calls “low quality” habitat is actually 

forest stands that may have some, but not all, of the essential characteristics described above.  In 

other words, it is not habitat.  As demonstrated by the best available science, the marbled 

murrelet cannot nest in stands which do not meet the full criteria of what it requires.  And DNR’s 

managed second growth stands will not have those characteristics for many generations to come. 

This is due to DNR’s past management and silviculture treatments of forests in the range of the 

murrelet in Washington. 

 

AFRC staff has visited and photographed many of the forests stands that Alternatives C through 

G propose to take out of commercial forestry and set aside for marbled murrelet use.  AFRC’s 

findings are detailed in Appendix A hereto.  Video related to these findings can be viewed here 

and on the enclosed USB drive. 

 

The vast majority, indeed perhaps all, of what the RDEIS characterizes as “potential future 

habitat” does not meet the minimum habitat criteria of the marbled murrelet (e.g., very old; very 

large; very tall trees with horizontal limbs seven inches in diameter or larger; more than 50 feet 

off the ground; and multiple canopy layers and canopy gaps that allow the murrelet to approach 

and depart from the nest).  And it will not become “habitat” during the period of the HCP, which 

as detailed above is the only relevant period for this analysis.   

 

AFRC identified thousands of acres of young stands – pre-merchantable or at most pole-size 

stands – included in these alternatives.  Trees in those stands will not reach murrelet nest size 

diameters in this century, to say nothing about developing the other required, necessary 

characteristics for a murrelet nest stand.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCpK3lIulQk&feature=youtu.be
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More importantly, among the stands in the proposed set-aside areas that do have larger diameter 

trees, the stands were uniformly overstocked, with small, tight crowns, and thus lacking the nest 

opportunities or flight paths that are required.  Such stands are often “commercially mature” – 

meaning that they have large merchantable volumes of significant value to trust beneficiaries 

(and AFRC members).   Because these stands are so tightly stocked, they will grow slowly in the 

future.  However, these overstocked forest stands have no value to the marbled murrelet because 

their horizontal limbs are too small to build a nest on and for the egg or chick to survive on and 

their crowns are too tight for a marbled murrelet to fly through.   

 

The stands are also not going to lose their current non-habitat characteristics within the 

remaining period of the HCP.  The stands have a significant component of Western hemlock, 

which is a shade tolerant species.  That means that all the trees in the understory will continue 

growing (slowly) for decades.  Absent cataclysmic events such as a wind storm or fire, nothing 

will thin the stands, so that the crowns of the remaining trees can develop the large, high nest 

branches and openings a murrelet can fly through them to approach a stall landing or to make a 

drop-off departure.  Decades of silvicultural study of such stands have taught DNR that it must 

manage such stands to increase their commercial value.  But without management, setting those 

stands aside will also never allow them to develop into actual “habitat.” 

 

An exemplar of the results of AFRC’s field work is below.  This is an older (roughly 80 years of 

age) naturally regenerated stand of hemlock located in Southwest Washington.  DNR has 

mapped this stand as p-stage 0.25, suggesting it has “some” habitat value.  It is approximately 

one-half mile from a small (approximately 35 acre) occupied stand.  
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As can be seen in the above pictures, this stand is dense, with trees that are not very old, not very 

large, and not very tall.  The trees do not have horizontal limbs seven inches in diameter (or 

larger) more than 50 feet off the ground; the stand also lacks the multiple canopy layers and 

canopy gaps.  There are few openings into the canopy.  This stand, which is proposed to be set 

aside under Alternative H, lacks all the essential characteristics of marbled murrelet habitat.  This 

stand is not serving as an occupied stand buffer.  Thus, it is difficult to identify any actual benefit 

that is being provided to the marbled murrelet or why it is being set aside at all.   

 

Appendix A is replete with similar photographs that reveal the failure of DNR’s model to 

identify forest stands that could qualify as marbled murrelet habitat now or in the future.   

 

As described in Appendix E of the RDEIS, only “potential future habitat” that is at the “fully 

functional” stage of stand development has the characteristics that the marbled murrelet requires 

for habitat.  To use the word “habitat” to refer to all of the outcomes of this modeling exercise – 

whether actual habitat or not – misleads the public and the deciding official by implying that 

what is modeled as “potential future habitat” could ever become marbled murrelet habitat and 

when that could occur, if ever.  An honest assessment of the model confirms that there is no 

circumstance under which today’s low quality “habitat” could become marbled murrelet habitat 

between now and 2067.  The consequence of this misleading use of “potential future habitat” is 

substantial set asides of forest land that will not serve as habitat for the marbled murrelet but will 

undoubtedly have a significant impact on revenue generation for trust beneficiaries and job 

creation in local communities.   

 

The RDEIS compounds this error by relying on the model outcomes to estimate (and then 

protect) habitat based on this habitat “probability” without allowing for the error inherent in 

modeling.  The model on which the RDEIS relies for its probability analysis has apparently 

never been validated with empirical observation in the field.  Cursory fieldwork to review the 

proposed set-asides confirms that where the model predicts “habitat” are forest stands that lack 

the features essential to the marbled murrelet.  See Appendix A.   

 

Finally, the RDEIS makes a critical transposition or typographical error in pasting the Science 

Team Report conclusions about when forest stands actually achieve characteristics of marbled 

murrelet habitat.  Figure 4-2 of the Science Team Report depicts the “decades since ecosystem 

initiation” (i.e., birth year planting date) that a naturally regenerated stand of western hemlock 

will achieve maximum relative density.  Figure 4-3 depicts the “decades past peak relative 

density” that a stand will reach various p-stages.  Thus, to determine the age a stand will reach a 

desired p-stage, the relative density age from Figure 4-2 must be added to the “decades past” age 

of Figure 4-3.  For a western hemlock stand to reach p-stage of 0.25, for instance, it must be 110-

120 years old (the age that a western hemlock stand reaches peak relative density).  At Appendix 

E Table 1, however, DNR reports that a western hemlock reaches p-stage of 0.25 at 70 years, 

roughly 40 years earlier than the Science Team Reports concludes.  DNR repeats this error 

across western hemlock stands.  Corrected, Table 1 should read: 
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P-stage (value) Western 

hemlock 

(Table 1) 

Western 

hemlock 

(Corrected) 

Age Difference 

0.25 70 110-120 40-50 

0.36 90 Not analyzed  

0.47 110 130-140 20-30 

0.62 130 150-160 20-30 

0.89 210 220-230 10-20 

 

The significance of this error is that it leads DNR to set aside western hemlock stands of around 

70 years old on the basis that these stands have some (p=0.25) potential to provide low quality 

marbled murrelet habitat.  This is incorrect.  Even the Science Team Report acknowledges that 

the minimum age to become even low quality marbled murrelet habitat is 110 years.  DNR’s 

error in pasting the conclusions of the Science Team Report into this RDEIS only compounds its 

operating assumption that a stand of any potential habitat, even low-quality habitat of p=0.25, 

could provide marbled murrelet habitat because it assigns a p=0.25 value to (and then sets aside) 

a stand that the Science Team Report does not consider even low-quality habitat. 

   

DNR’s failed application of the Science Team Report results in proposed alternatives that will 

set aside land for murrelet conservation even though that land provides no benefit to the marbled 

murrelet.  These failures also significantly over-estimate the amount of “impact” that 

management could have on these stands – by assuming that management would affect habitat – 

and consequently results in DNR overestimating what is necessary to mitigate those “impacts.”   

 

G. Other murrelet stressors that cannot be ameliorated during the life of the HCP 

make set-asides of unoccupied habitat futile.  

 

Factors unrelated to forest management impact the marbled murrelet, including marine foraging 

conditions and the availability of high-quality food.  These factors must be understood to 

determine whether any of the alternatives presented in the RDEIS will have any effect on the 

likelihood of survival and recovery of the marbled murrelet.  As Dr. Peery (2016) acknowledges, 

whether forest management poses a risk to the murrelet or contributes to its recovery is 

“complicated by the fact that by our analytical framework, habitat on DNR lands contains only 

about 15% of the carrying capacity for murrelets in Washington…and multiple, poorly 

understood environmental stressors likely impact murrelet populations regionally.”  Because of 

this, “[p]otential increases in the nesting habitat on DNR lands is unlikely, by itself, to provide a 

substantial contribution to recovery, given the host of factors in addition to nesting habitat 

contributing to decline.”  

 

The RDEIS analyzes the alternatives and future impacts from the starting assumption that 

“habitat is the main influence on population declines.”  RDEIS S-12.  This assumption is 

contrary to studies that confirm that the marbled murrelet is an old-growth species that is limited, 

in particular, by the absence of sufficient food.   
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Research since 1997 has shown that the basic assumption that led to the listing of the marbled 

murrelet as threatened in 1992 may have been, at best, only partly correct.  The most critical 

factor affecting murrelet populations may well be ocean conditions and the decline of high-

trophic level forage fish.  There is increasing evidence that casts doubt on whether the adequacy 

of nesting habitat is the primary, or even an appreciable, cause of murrelet declines.  Ocean 

conditions may be resulting in inadequate prey being available to allow murrelets to breed, and 

when they breed, to successfully fledge young.  If ocean conditions are the culprit, more nesting 

habitat may provide little or no benefit to the murrelet. 

 

When the murrelet was listed in 1992, there was no evidence that marine conditions were 

affecting the population except for gill nets or oil spills.  57 Fed. Reg. 45330.  But by the time of 

the 2009 USFWS five-year review of the murrelet, a very different picture was emerging.  In 

2008, long-time DNR biologist Scott Horton completed his doctoral thesis, with an in-depth 

review of data concerning marbled murrelet populations on the Olympic Peninsula and their 

habitat on the Peninsula and in Southwest Washington.  See Horton 2008.  He observed a strong 

covariation between ocean conditions and nesting activity.  Id. at 21.  The Final 2009 5-Year 

Review for the Marbled Murrelet found that most murrelets captured and banded at sea failed to 

attempt to nest, and of those that attempted nesting, lack of prey and malnutrition were an 

important factor in nest failure.  (USFWS Marbled Murrelet 5-Year Review at 22-23.)  The 2009 

study by Bloxton & Raphael documented the results of capturing 168 murrelets at sea in the 

Strait of Juan de Fuca over five years, attaching radio transmitters and then following those birds 

to find their nests.  Those murrelets had ample old-growth nesting opportunities on the Olympic 

Peninsula and Vancouver Island.  Only 18 of the 168 tracked birds appear to have attempted 

nesting.  All but three of the nests failed.  The nest failures were primarily because the egg never 

hatched, or because the chick starved.   

 

These studies suggest that lack of prey at sea may be a major reason for the decline in the 

murrelet population.  The declines in Pacific herring stocks have forced adults to deliver more, 

smaller fish to their young, requiring more flights back and forth from the ocean, which the 

adults can’t necessarily make.  Thus, changes in the marine environment that reduce prey quality 

and quantity during the pre- and breeding seasons, resulting in lack of nest initiation or nest 

abandonment, may cause the very low reproduction rates that are observed in murrelets.  Lynch 

at 23, 39-45. 

A 2009 report assembled four separate research studies regarding the marbled murrelet diet, 

which collectively suggest that changes in diet quality caused by changes in marine habitat 

quality limit population growth of the murrelet more than the presence or absence of nesting 

habitat. (Janssen et al. 2009.  “Reconstructing Historic Diets and Population Demography of the 

Marbled Murrelet” at 3).  Reservation of land for development into habitat without regard to 

whether high quality foraging opportunities actually exist (and where) will not increase the 

survival or recovery of the murrelet.  Studies conducted where there was no shortage of suitable 

nesting habitat found that the substantial majority of adult murrelets at sea never attempted to 

nest, and that the dominant cause of failure of eggs to hatch and young to fledge was 

malnutrition.  (Bloxton and Raphael. 2009. Breeding Ecology of the Marbled Murrelet in 

Washington State.)  Providing additional nest trees – even if DNR could do that – would not do 
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anything to address the principal threat to the murrelet or enhance its population: marine foraging 

conditions. 

The RDEIS eliminates the statements that were contained in the DEIS acknowledging the 

uncertainty that the marbled murrelet population will respond to increased habitat (see 2016 

DEIS at S-8) and now includes the opposite conclusion that habitat, not foraging conditions, is 

the primary factor influencing the abundance of murrelet populations.  See RDEIS at S-11.  This 

conclusion is apparently drawn from a 2016 study by Raphael et al., which tried to assess the 

relative contributions of marine foraging conditions and terrestrial factors (e.g., nesting habitat) 

on murrelet populations, but was unable to fully do so because of the “unavailability of direct 

measures of murrelet prey abundance.”  (2016 Raphael at 115).  However, the study identified a 

“promising relationship between temporal trends in murrelet abundance with forage fish 

abundance” and suggested that this “important marine causal factor in nesting success” needed 

quantification.  In other words, the study suffered from a lack of a data from which to draw the 

conclusion that nesting habitat, as opposed to marine foraging conditions, plays a bigger role in 

murrelet population abundance.  RDEIS’s reliance on this study to correlate increasing habitat 

with increasing population ignores the study’s own acknowledged limitations, along with the 

abundant evidence that the lack of prey and malnutrition have significant impacts on murrelet 

populations.  The result is a flawed analysis and inaccurate portrayal of the effects of the 

Alternatives. 

 

H. Setting aside unoccupied sites in Southwest Washington would be futile and would 

significantly harm the region’s communities. 

 

Despite the absence of information on fiscal and economic impacts to trust beneficiaries, the 

RDEIS acknowledges the significant adverse impact that most of the alternatives (including 

DNR’s preferred alternative) will have on Pacific and Wahkiakum Counties.  For instance, in the 

Summary, the RDEIS recognizes that Alternatives C through H will result in declines of 23 to 42 

percent of operable acres in Pacific County and 10 to 27 percent in Wahkiakum County.  Only 

Alternative B results in stable or increasing numbers of operable acres available for management.  

Although the RDEIS does not carry forward this reduction in operable acres to an actual analysis 

of the economic impact on trust beneficiaries or their special purpose (junior taxing) districts, it 

is clear that the financial consequences of the reduction in operable acres will be significant, 

particularly to the Southwest Washington communities that have few other revenue alternatives.  

Real, known, quantifiable economic and fiscal impacts should not be illegally imposed on 

Southwest Washington communities for speculative – at best – conservation benefit. 

 

Regrettably, the alternatives with significant adverse impact on these communities will do so 

without any corresponding benefit to the marbled murrelet.  This is because there is essentially 

no old-growth forest in this area and there is no opportunity to grow habitat in this area between 

now and 2067.  USFWS has always recognized that Southwest Washington has essentially no 

old-growth forests.  See 1992 Listing Decision 57 Fed. Reg at 45329 (“[B]etween Tillamook 

County, Oregon, and the Olympic Peninsula, a distance of about . . . 120 miles, where nearly all 

older forests has been removed near the coast)”; Final Merged Environmental Impact Statement, 

Habitat Conservation Plan dated October 1998 at 4-109 (observing that Southwest Washington is 
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“nearly devoid of suitable habitat”).  Since the execution of the HCP, studies have shown that 

DNR cannot create the old-growth conditions that are essential to high quality murrelet habitat in 

Southwest Washington, at least during the remaining years of the HCP.   

 

DNR conducted a habitat relationship study in Southwest Washington, as required by the HCP, 

during which it located 25 occupied sites.  (Escene. 1999. Marbled Murrelet Forest Habitat 

Relationships Studies.)  It examined the differences in habitat qualities between these 25 

occupied sites and 81 unoccupied sites of potential habitat.  DNR’s study showed that the most 

significant difference between occupied and unoccupied sites in Southwest Washington was the 

presence of western hemlock trees in the 22” diameter at breast height (dbh) class (occupied 

stands averaged 21 hemlock trees per acre ≥ 22” dbh, while unoccupied stands averaged eight 

trees per acre), and the absence of Douglas-fir trees in the 22” dbh class (occupied stands 

averaged four Douglas-fir trees per acre ≥22” dbh, while unoccupied stands averaged 20).11  The 

next area of significant difference was that occupied stands had nearly eight times as many 

western hemlock platform trees per acre as unoccupied stands, and six times as many western 

hemlock platforms per acre as unoccupied stands.  In Southwest Washington, marbled murrelets 

occupy stands that have very large old growth hemlock stands.12 

 

Dr. Scott Horton examined the question of whether DNR’s management of its lands in 

Southwest Washington could materially increase the murrelet population there.  (Horton 2008 at 

96-106.)  His analysis suggests that regardless of what DNR did, the 2067 population in 

Southwest Washington would likely be around 100 females (id. at 99) and subpopulations may 

be “extinct or nearly so.”  Id. at 101, 106-11.  Under either land management scenario he tested, 

his analysis showed that DNR would have at most less than 1,000 acres of high quality murrelet 

habitat in Southwest Washington by 2067: 

 

Population simulations under current conditions suggest [the Southwest Washington] 

segment of the population is much less likely than that in the OESF to be self-sustaining.  

Patterns of land ownership and land use in southwestern Washington preclude substantial 

habitat reserves such as those on the Olympic Peninsula.  With this in mind, DNR’s draft 

strategy took an aggressive approach towards increasing the abundance and security of 

murrelet habitat on state forests in SWWA.  Although this approach, in concert with 

changes projected from other policies for state and private forests, resulted in a predicted 

doubling of regional K [the marbled murrelet carrying capacity of the land], projected 

population trajectories still suggested that the stability of this segment of the population is 

likely to be equivocal.  The draft DNR strategy focused on those state forests judged most 

likely to meet its conservation goals (DNR 2007).  Given existing patterns of land 

                                                 
11 Occupied stands averaged 63 square feet of basal area of hemlock trees ≥ 32” dbh, while unoccupied stands 

averaged 16 square feet—the occupied stands had not just large hemlock trees, but very large hemlock trees.   
12 Murrelets nest in different trees in different parts of their range.  On the Olympic Peninsula, murrelets regularly 

nest in Douglas-fir.  In parts of Alaska and British Columbia, they nest on the ground.  (J. F. Piatt and R. G. Ford.  

1993. “Distribution and Abundance of Marbled Murrelets in Alaska” in The Condor Vol. 95, No. 3 (Aug.,1993), pp. 

662-669.)  But the habitat relationship study in Southwest Washington showed that there was a strong negative 

correlation between the presence of large Douglas-fir trees and occupied habitat.   (Escene 1999.) 
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ownership, few additional opportunities remain there to improve the performance of the 

draft SWWA strategy. 

 

Id. at 112-13.   

 

A necessary implication of these results is that the marbled murrelet population in Southwest 

Washington will continue to be at risk, regardless of whatever efforts DNR makes on behalf of 

its conservation.  Thus, there is a very serious question as to what, if anything, DNR can legally 

adopt as its long-term murrelet strategy in Southwest Washington given its fiduciary obligations 

to the trust beneficiaries.   

 

DNR has no ability to grow more stands with the large hemlock trees required by marbled 

murrelets within the remaining 50 years of the HCP.  The vast majority of DNR’s stands in 

Southwest Washington are second growth, most of which are in the competitive exclusion stage.  

Hemlock is shade tolerant, which means that overstocked stands will remain overstocked for 

easily 100 years or more, and will not develop the very large hemlock trees that DNR’s research 

since the signing of the HCP shows are essential to occupancy.  Therefore, putting more stands 

off limits will not increase the amount of murrelet habitat in Southwest Washington within the 

duration of the HCP.  Instead, it will damage the interests of the trusts, and DNR is simply not 

legally permitted to do so.   

 

Beyond its ability to recruit additional habitat in Southwest Washington in the life of the HCP, 

DNR has a special obligation to the trust beneficiaries in Southwest Washington.  Revenue from 

the trust lands in Southwest Washington is a significant part of the revenue of the beneficiaries, 

particularly Wahkiakum County and Pacific County, which are relatively sparsely populated, 

have small tax bases, and rely substantially on revenue generated from DNR managed trust lands 

for their operational budgets. Because of these concerns, the HCP permitted the release of all 

surveyed unoccupied habitat if at least 12 months passed since the initiation of negotiations of 

the draft long-term plan without completion of those negotiations.  See HCP at IV.40.  The BiOp 

was clear that USFWS anticipated that the surveyed and unoccupied habitat in Southwest 

Washington would be protected for only four years.  BiOp at 11.   

 

Of the alternatives, only Alternative B adequately accounts for the inability of DNR to generate 

any additional murrelet habitat in Southwest Washington and mitigates the significant economic 

and fiscal impacts on Southwest Washington communities, including Wahkiakum and Pacific 

Counties.   

 

I. The RDEIS climate analysis is inadequate and exaggerates the carbon benefits of 

harvest reductions. 

 

The RDEIS appropriately concludes that all LTCS alternatives “are likely to result in more 

carbon sequestered than emitted over a five-decade period.”  RDEIS 4-7.  The RDEIS also 

recognizes the importance of wood products in carbon sequestration by identifying harvested 

wood as a “pool” of sequestered carbon.  RDEIS 4-9.  AFRC’s members produce long-lived 

products from the DNR wood they purchase, including lumber, plywood, fencing, and 
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engineered wood products.  As the RDEIS acknowledges, such products “can sequester carbon 

for a long time.”  RDEIS 4-8. 

 

Relying solely on storage in wood products as a sequestration mode, the RDEIS concludes that 

the range of alternatives produce a narrow set of outcomes.  Alternative F would assertedly 

increase sequestration by 1% over the baseline scenario, while Alternative B would assertedly 

decrease sequestration by 1.4%, with the remaining alternatives between those bookends.  

RDEIS 4-10.  The agencies conclude that “the amount of carbon sequestered will increase with 

long-term forest cover area,” thus giving the impression that more active management would be 

in tension with carbon sequestration goals.  Id. 

 

The RDEIS is blind to the significant and accelerating effects of product substitution.  That is, 

“[c]ompared with steel, aluminum, concrete, or plastic products, considerably less energy, and 

vastly less fossil fuel-derived energy, is required to make wood products.  The low embodied 

energy of wood building products, structures, furniture, cabinets, and other products has been 

well documented through life-cycle assessments.”  R.W. Malmsheimer, et al., Managing forests 

because carbon matters: integrating energy, products, and land management policy, 109 J. 

Forestry S7 (2011), at S12.13  For example, steel is over 20 times as carbon-intense as framing 

lumber.  Id. at S28, Fig. 5-1.  Even when products are disposed, any releases are rare and slow, 

with 77% of landfilled material never emitting carbon.  Id. at S30 (using data from K. Skog, 

Sequestration of carbon in harvested wood products for the United States, 58 J. For. Prod. 56, 58 

(2008)). 

 

Because of the low carbon footprint of wood products manufacturing, and the fact that industry 

is ready to buy any and all timber offered by DNR, additional harvest will lead directly to 

additional long-lived wood products.  These wood products will substitute for other energy-

intensive materials, including modern engineered wood products such as cross-laminated timber, 

which can substitute for structural building components.  The carbon effects of substitution are 

dramatic.  For example, an apartment/commercial complex using wood rather than steel can 

directly sequester about 4,000 tC, whereas the avoided carbon emissions via substitution are 

more than twice that, at over 8,000 tC.  Malmsheimer et al. at S29.  On average, data has shown 

“every 1 tonne (t) of wood used removes 2.1 t of carbon from the atmosphere.”  Id. at S11; 

Sathre and O’Connor, A synthesis of research on wood products and greenhouse gas impacts, 

2nd Ed. Tech. Rep. TR-19R (2010).14 

 

The RDEIS’s carbon analysis is inadequate because it has no discussion of these substitution 

effects.  The Sustainable Harvest Calculation DEIS, on which the RDEIS relies, has no such 

discussion either.  SHC DEIS at 4-7 to 4-11.  This failure means the RDEIS cannot provide a 

“reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the probable environmental 

consequences” of the agency's decision,” which is required under both SEPA and NEPA.  

Klickitat Cty. Citizens Against Imported Waste v. Klickitat Cty., 122 Wn.2d 619, 633, 860 P.2d 

                                                 
13 Available electronically at https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/40291 . 
14 Available electronically at https://www.canfor.com/docs/why-wood/tr19-complete-pub-web.pdf.  

https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/40291
https://www.canfor.com/docs/why-wood/tr19-complete-pub-web.pdf
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390, 399 (1993), as amended on denial of reconsideration (Jan. 28, 1994), amended, 866 P.2d 

1256 (Wn. 1994); accord Conservation Cong. v. Finley, 774 F.3d 611, 621 (9th Cir. 2014). 

 

Strikingly, DNR chose to use the Smith et al. (2006) framework for calculating carbon impacts.  

SHC DEIS 4-8.15  But the Smith framework has been identified as lacking the full picture as it 

does not account for substitution effects.  As stated in Malmsheimer (2011), “the Smith et al. 

(2006) estimates of the amount of wood still in use are considerably lower than the sawmill 

efficiency estimates of Smith et al. (2009) and the product lifetime estimates of Skog (2008).  

The practical effect of using the Smith et al. (2006) estimates is to increase the apparent carbon 

benefits of reducing current harvests.”  Malmsheimer (2011) at S36 (emphasis added).   

 

The agencies may have assumed that reductions in harvest will have carbon benefits, so they 

have not questioned the results from the Smith modeling.  For the RDEIS to accurately inform 

the public and the decisionmaker, the carbon analysis must be recalculated to account for 

substitution effects.  Otherwise the RDEIS unlawfully relies on incorrect data and assumptions.  

See Native Ecosystems Council v. Marten, 883 F.3d 783, 795 (9th Cir. 2018).  Although the 2.1:1 

ratio of the benefit using wood products is significant, it was developed eight years ago, before 

recent advances in mass timber production techniques, and likely understates the benefit of wood 

products.  DNR and USFWS must ensure they are using the most recent science, which is likely 

to show even larger substitution effects, and thus even larger carbon benefits from harvest.  A 

robust carbon analysis could indicate that Alternative B is the best alternative for the climate.   

 

J. Conclusion 

 

AFRC appreciates the opportunity to comment on the RDEIS for the Long-Term Conservation 

Strategy.  The ultimate decision must be guided first and foremost by the duty of undivided 

loyalty to trust beneficiaries that is DNR’s overarching responsibility.  In light of the science that 

DNR and others have developed, and the realities of DNR’s managed second growth forests, 

Alternative B provides the best, indeed the only, choice for the Board of Natural Resources to 

adopt. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Travis Joseph  

President 

 

                                                 
15 Citing Smith et al., Methods for Calculating Forest Ecosystem and Harvested Carbon with Standard Estimates 

for Forest Types of the United States, U.S. Forest Service General Technical Report NE-GTR-343 (2006). 
 



Appendix A: Field Review of Special Habitat Areas 

AFRC staff began field reviews of the areas proposed for deferral as Special Habitat Areas (SHAs) in March of 2018 in 

Clallam, Pacific, and Wahkiakum Counties. Certain SHA polygons presented in materials presented to the Board of 

Natural Resources and the public raised AFRC’s concerns based on staff’s experience in those landscapes. AFRC 

determined not to focus on reviewing stands that were already identified as “occupied.” While there may be a few 

questions related to determination of occupancy of a few stands, the majority of those determinations appropriate due 

to stand structure.  

Before we provide additional specific details on the SHAs we reviewed, it is important to have a deeper understanding of 

the issue we raised in Section F of our comment letter regarding P-Stage and apparent errors in its application. The P-

stage determination process used in the RDEIS was developed in the 2008 Science Team Report. This report was created 

by DNR to review and identify potential strategies to be used in development of the Long-Term Conservation Strategy. 

Critically, the 2008 “Science Team developed the conservation recommendations without consideration for DNR’s 

fiduciary responsibility to the trusts, with the exception of special considerations for Wahkiakum and Pacific Counties.1” 

(emphasis added) The 2008 report does not disclose what those “special considerations” were beyond these two 

statements: “A special effort was made to recommend marbled murrelet conservation measures that reflect DNR’s 

responsibility to consider potential revenue impacts to those two smaller trust beneficiaries”2 and “Considered the 

financial impacts on beneficiaries of Pacific County and Wahkiakum County forest board lands (see page 3-1).”3 It is 

unclear how this guidance complied with DNR’s trust obligation of “undivided loyalty” to all beneficiaries of trust lands 

in Pacific and Wahkiakum Counties because the report nonetheless recommended vast areas of trust land be deferred 

from harvest in southwest Washington. 

P-stage is a term from the 2008 Science Team Report that relates to the probability that a given stand (group) of trees 

may have the characteristics of suitable nesting habitat. These characteristics are: “they nest as far as 50 miles inland in 

mature coniferous forests, usually 120 to 150 feet above ground. Because the nest itself is just a shallow depression in 

lichens or moss on a tree limb, they rely on tall, old trees with large limbs and a complex canopy to access and conceal 

their nests.”4  These characteristics are strongly corelated to stand (tree) age, and generally, these characteristics are 

evident in large, old (110-year-old) trees to develop these characteristics. According to the 2008 Science Team Report, 

when a stand is said to have a “P-stage” of 0.25, there is a 25% chance that stand has developed the characteristics of 

low-quality nesting habitat. Thus, that same stand has a 75% chance that it does not contain the characteristics of low-

quality nesting habitat 

The 2008 Science Team Report uses stand age and maximum relative density to develop the transition ages for assigning 

P-stage values. Figure 4-3 from the 2008 Science Team Report shows the P-stage values for western hemlock and 

Douglas fir stands. The X-axis in Figure 4-3 is not age but rather the number of decades past which a stand has reached 

maximum relatively density. To determine stand age that corresponds to the various P-stages for a western hemlock 

stand, you must refer to Figure 4-2 from the 2008 Science Team Report, which charts the age at which maximum 

relative density is reached. The blue line in Figure 4-2 represents maximum relative density.  Based on Figure 4-2, the 

point at which maximum relative density is reached is approximately 11 to 12 decades past stand initiation, or in other 

words, about 110-120 years after the “birth” of the current stand.  This point in a stand’s development is early in the 

“Understory Development” stage where mortality in the stand allows openings to develop and more sunlight to reach 

the forest floor. These openings also allow for the crowns to enlarge and live branches to increase in diameter. This 

maximum relative density age is the age at which a hemlock stand enters in P-stage 0.25.  See 2008 Science Team Report 

                                                           
1 Recommendations and Supporting Analysis of Conservation Opportunities for the Marbled Murrelet Long-Term Conservation 
Strategy. Prepared for: Washington State Department of Natural Resources, Olympia, Washington September 2008 ES.7. page ES-6 
and Section 3.0 II page 3-1. 
2 2008 Science Team Report. Section 3.0 II. page 3-1  
3 2008 Science Team Report. Section 3.2d page 3-19 
4 2008 Science Team Report. Section ES.6 page ES-5 



at Fig. 4-3. For Douglas fir stands, this age is not achieved for approximately another 15 years past maximum relatively 

density.   

As was seen in the two photos in Section F of our comments and photo 49 below, these example stands are transitioning 

from Pole Exclusion Stage (PES) into the Large Tree Exclusion (LTS).  Referring to Figure 4-2 from the 2008 Science Team 

Report (see below), this is consistent with the age of these stands, approximately 60 to 80 years in age, which 

corresponds with the transition decades of Figure 4-2. Applying the 2008 Science Team Report conclusions, these stands 

are, at a minimum, still many (fifteen or more) decades from beginning to transition into the stand characteristics 

needed for marbled murrelet nesting habitat. With no active management planned to accelerate these transitions, many 

of these stands will likely take another 75-100 years to develop the old growth stand characteristics needed by the 

marbled murrelet. 

 

 



 

As described in the body of our letter, DNR appears to have misinterpreted the 2008 Science Team Report in this regard 

and has instead assumed that a 70-year-old stand can be assigned a p stage value of 0.25.  Correctly reading Figures 4-2 

and 4-3 of the Science Team Report confirms that a 70-year-old stand does not have any p-stage value.  That stand will 

not have a p-stage value for at least four more decades.    

Further compounding the potential errors in assessing how much habitat currently exists across DNR trust lands in the 

planning area is the “freshness” and quality of the data underlying the model used to determine P-Stage. The data used 

for assigning P-Stage values appears to be based in a ground-based inventory cruising method that for many of the SHA 

landscapes is as old as 1991 data. Some of this data has since been “updated” with stand data “grown” inside of a 

computer model. Thus, the staleness of the inventory data introduces additional uncertainty and error in conclusions 

DNR has reached about the characteristics of stands it is setting aside as “habitat.”  The P-Stage model relies on the 

assumption that a significant number of “legacy trees” were left after the initial or second logging.5 These “legacy trees” 

would have been either small understory trees that survived the logging operation or large old trees that were not cut, 

such as snags, trees with high levels of defect, and/or partially dead trees. The problem with this assumption is that 

many of those “legacy trees” or “legacy structure” do not exist today.  This is largely the consequence of  the history of 

ownership and land management of each of these stands. In many cases, the stands harvested in the early to late 1940’s 

were broadcast burned post-harvest, thus killing many of the remaining understory trees and other “legacy trees”. 

Additionally, many landowners fell most of the old decadent trees or snags for safety reasons. Thus, today many of the 

“legacy structures” the P-Stage model relies on do not exist in many landscapes. Without ground truthing the P-Stage 

model in landscapes beyond the North Puget Planning area, it is nearly impossible for DNR to claim accuracy of the 

model. It is critical that DNR undertake a validation process related to P-Stage to field verify the accuracy of the data this 

proposal is based upon. 

                                                           
5 “This would allow model predictions of habitat development in naturally-regenerated stands that often include considerable 
biological legacies due to historical timber harvest methods.” RDEIS Appendix E pg. E-6 and E-7 



Browning SHA 

 

Figure 1 – Browning Special Habitat Area located in Pacific County.  



 

Figure 2 – P-stage map of Browning Special Habitat Area located in Pacific County.6 

 

                                                           
6 Data sourced from DNR. Map produced from DNR data by AFRC 



 

Photo 1-Looking north within the SHA boundary. A young plantation 10-14 years old. 



 

Photo 2-Looking west within the Browning SHA boundary. A young plantation approximately 15 years old 



 

Photo 3 - Looking northwest within the Browning  SHA boundary. A young plantation approximately 15 years old 



 

Photo 4 - Looking east within the Browning SHA boundary. A young plantation approximately 15 years old 



 

Photo 5 – A dense stand of predomitnatly western hemlock in Browning SHA.  



 

Photo 6 – A young planted Douglas fir plantation within the boundary of the Browing SHA 



 

Photo 7 – A young planted Douglas fir plantation within boundary of Browning SHA. Natrually seeded western hemlock and Sitka spruce are 
scattered through stand and along roads. 



 

Photo 8 – A young planted Douglas fir plantation within the boundary of the Browning SHA 



 

Photo 9 – Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Browning SHA. Note short crowns, dense spacing, small diamter limbs. 



 

Photo 10 - Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Browning SHA. Note short crowns, dense spacing, small diamter limbs. 



 

Photo 11 – A young planted Douglas fir plantation within the boundary of the Browning SHA 



 

Photo 12-Within Browning SHA boundary looking south across Trap Creek at occupied stand. Older timber in center of photo. Plantation lower on 
hill across Trap Creek is non-DNR ownership in middle of SHA. Lower left corner is roughly 5-7-year-old plantation. 



 

Photo 13-Within Browning SHA boundary looking south across Trap Creek at older occupied stand and young plantation in foreground. 



 

Photo 14-Within Browning SHA boundary looking northwest. Older stand immediately adjacent (upper right of photo) to this young plantation is 
mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Note the dense stocking of this stand. 



 

Photo 15 – Young planted Douglas fir plantation. Adjacent older stand mapped as P-Stage 0.25 



 

Photo 16 – Looking southeast within the boundary of the Browning SHA. Young planted Douglas fir stand. 



 

Photo 17 – A young planted Douglas fir stand within the boundary of the Browning SHA. 



 

Photo 18 – A young Douglas fir plantation within the boundary of the Browning SHA located near the eastern edge of the SHA.  



 

Photo 19 – Young planted Douglas fir plantation within boundary of Browning SHA. Adjacent to stand mapped as P-stage 0.25. 



 

Photo 20 – A mixed conifer plantation located within the boundary of the Browning SHA. Note the dense stocking and canopy. Small diamter limbs 
relatively low to the ground. 



 

Photo 21 – Predominately western hemlock mixed conifer plantation located within the Browing SHA boundary. Note small diamter limbs and dense 
canopy. 



 

Photo 22 - Predominately western hemlock mixed conifer plantation located within the Browing SHA boundary. This stand is mapped as P-Stage 
0.25. Note short crowns with small diamter limbs and is relatively dense. Stand does not appear to contain “legacy tree” structure. 



 

Photo 23 - Predominately western hemlock mixed conifer plantation located within the Browing SHA boundary. This stand is mapped as P-Stage 
0.25. Note short crowns with small diamter limbs and is relatively dense. Stand does not appear to contain “legacy tree” structure. Development of 
the stand to attain suitable nesting habitat wil require several decades with active management. In the no-management regime planned this stand 

will likely not attain desired charateristics till after the end of the HCP. 



 

Photo 24 – Predomiantly western hemlock stand. Located near edge of a mapped “occupied” stand. Note larger moss covered limbs in the canopy of 
the stand. Many of these limbs are still below the 7” diameter but that diamter appears to exist scattered through the stand.  



 

Photo 25 - Predomiantly western hemlock stand. Located near edge of a mapped “occupied” stand. Note larger moss covered limbs in the canopy of 
the stand. Many of these limbs are still below the 7” diameter but that diamter appears to exist scattered through the stand. Also note many of the 

lower limbs are dead and will not grow to a larger diameter.  



 

Photo 26 – A plantation adjacent to the mapped “occupied” stand 



 

Photo 27 - A plantation adjacent to the mapped “occupied” stand 
 



 

Photo 28 



 

Photo 29 - A plantation adjacent to the mapped “occupied” stand 
 



 

Photo 30 



 

Photo 31 – Looking northwest within Browning SHA on edge of small “mapped occupied” stand. This stand is predomintaly Douglas fir and appears 
to lack platforms necessary for nesting. This small stand has different characteristics froim the remainder of the “occupied” stand. This stad contains 

the large residual Douglas fir with relativley dense (note lack of ground cover) western hemlock understory.  The remainder of the stand appear 
more like that seen in photos 24, 25, and 30. 



 

Photo 32 – Looking southeast through narrow strip of “mapped occupied” stand into young plantation beyond larger trees. Plantation incorrectly 
mapped as P-stage 0.25 



 

Photo 33 - Looking southwest through narrow strip of “mapped occupied” stand into young plantation beyond the larger trees. Plantation 
incorrectly mapped as P-stage 0.25 

 



 

Photo 34 – Looking northwest within the boundary of the Browning SHA. Young planted Douglas fir plantation. 



 

Photo 35 - Young planted Douglas fir plantation within boundary of Browning SHA 



 

Photo 36 - Young planted Douglas fir plantation within boundary of Browning SHA. Note no “occupied” or high quality P-stage stands visible in this 
photo. 



 

Photo 37 - Young planted Douglas fir plantation within boundary of Browning SHA 



 

Photo 38 – Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Browning SHA. 



 

Photo 39 - Young planted Douglas fir plantation and adjacent P-Stage 0.0 western hemlock stand within boundary of Browning SHA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Radar Bear South SHA 

 

Figure 3 – Radar Bear South Special Habitat Area located in Pacific County near Naselle, WA. 

 



 

Figure 4 – P-stage map of Radar Bear South Special Habitat Area located in Pacific County near Naselle, WA.7 

 

                                                           
7 Data sourced from DNR. Map produced from DNR data by AFRC 



 

Photo 40 – Dense western hemlock stand within Radar Bear South SHA. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 41 – Mixed conifer plantation within Radar Bear South SHA. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 42 - Dense western hemlock stand within Radar Bear South SHA. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 43 – Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand characterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the 
live crown. Stand appears to have been thinned at some point in its development. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 44 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand characterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 45 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 46 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 47 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 48 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 49 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 50 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 51 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 52 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 53 - Plantation in boundary of Radar Bear South SHA. Stand charaterized by short crowns, dense canopy, and small dead limbs below the live 
crown. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 



 

Photo 54 – Looking north within Radar Bear South SHA from powerline right of way towards top of Radar Ridge 

 

 

 

Photo 55 - Looking south within Radar Bear South SHA from powerline right of way towards Naselle River. 



 

Photo 56 – Dense hemlock plantation. Stand charaterized by dense canopy, short crowns, small limbs and dense stocking. Wihtout active 
management, this stand likely will not develop habitat charateristics in excess of 100 years. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0  

 

 

Photo 57 - Dense hemlock plantation. Stand charaterized by dense canopy, short crowns, small limbs and dense stocking. Wihtout active 
management, this stand likely will not develop habitat charateristics in excess of 100 years. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 

 



 

Photo 58 – Looking west from powerline right of way at a dense second (possibly thrid growth) stand dominated by western hemlock. Stand 
charaterized by dense canopy, short crowns, small limbs and dense stocking. Wihtout active management, this stand likely will not develop habitat 

charateristics in excess of 100 years. Mapped as P-Stage 0.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Clallam East SHA 

 

Figure 5 – Clallam East Special Habitat Area located in Clallam County near the town of Clallam Bay, WA. 

 



 

Figure 6 – P-stage map of Clallam East Special Habitat Area located in Clallam County near the town of Clallam Bay, WA.8 

                                                           
8 Data sourced from DNR. Map produced from DNR data by AFRC 



 

Photo 59 – Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. 



 

Photo 60 - Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as P-Stage 
0.25 but looks similar to other stands mapped both as 0.0. 



 

Photo 61 – Looking east within Clallam East SHA towards adjacent young plantion.  Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East 
SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs.  



 

Photo 62 – Looking at canopy of stand mapped as P-stage 0.25 within Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as 
P-Stage 0.25. 



 

 

Photo 63 - Mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Note relatively dense stocking, short crowns, and relatively small diameter limbs 
 



 

Photo 64 - Mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Daylight through trees is the edge of a young planted plantation under 10 years of age. With no active 
management this stand will require several decades to develop the large limbs and openings for sutiable nesting habitat. 



 

Photo 65 - Mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Scattered defected trees in stand. Note most of these moss covered medium size limbs are smaller than 7” 
diameter. 



 

 

Photo 66 – Dense predominatly western hemlock stand incorrectly mapped as P-Stage 0.36. Stand conditions represent a P-stage 0.0 or non-habitat 
condition. Will not develop nest habitat characteristics till beyond end of HCP. 



 

Photo 67 – Western Hemlock stand in the Clallam East SHA. Mapped as P-Stage 0.36. Resembles adjacent stand mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Both 
stands similar to stands mapped as 0.0 in other landscapes. 



 

Photo 68 - Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as P-Stage 
0.36. Resembles adjacent stand mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Both stands similar to stands mapped as 0.0 in other landscapes. 



 

Photo 69 - Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as P-Stage 
0.36. Resembles adjacent stand mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Both stands similar to stands mapped as 0.0 in other landscapes. 



 

Photo 70 - Dense western hemlock stand within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as P-Stage 
0.36. Resembles adjacent stand mapped as P-Stage 0.25. Both stands similar to stands mapped as 0.0 in other landscapes. 

 

 



 

Photo 71 – Looking south within boundary of Clallam East SHA. Note young plantation in middle of image. This plantation is within the SHA 
boundary. Note taller stand in fore ground. Dense stand with short crowns and small limbs. Stand mapped as P-Stage 0.36. Unclear if correctly 

mapped. Stand is part of a riparian buffer. 



 

Photo 72 – Fore ground leave tree clump in young plantation in northern portion of Clallam East SHA. Note taller stand near ege of plantation. 
Dense stand. Stand mapped as P-Stage 0.36. Unclear if correctly mapped. Stand is part of a riparian buffer. 

 



 

Photo 73 – Looking southwest across young plantation at dense second growth forest of predonminatly western hemlock. Note dense stocking, 
short crowns, small limbs. Mapped as P-Stage 0.36 but possibly misidentified. 

 



 

Photo 74 - Dense western hemlock stand adjacent to Photo 76 and included in the P-stage 0.47 polygon. Note dense stocking and short crowns with 
small diameter limbs. Daylight through stand on right of photo is road location. 



 

Photo 75 – Dense western hemlock stand adjacent to Photo 76 and included in the P-stage 0.47 polygon. Note dense stocking and short crowns with 
small diameter limbs. 



 

Photo 76 – Stand mapped as P-stage 0.47. Dominated by small trees with small limbs. Some scattered marginal size limbs present. Relatively small 
stand bounded by conditions evident in Photo 74 and Photo 75. 



 

Photo 77 – Looking south within boundary of Clallam East SHA predominatley western hemlock. Note dense stocking, short crowns, small limbs. 
Mapped as 0.36 but resembles other stands mapped at 0.0 and 0.25. 



 

Photo 78 – Looking south towards Clallam River. This protion of stand correctly identified as non-habitat P-Stage 0.0. Though it is located with the 
Clallam East SHA and deferred from management.  



 

Photo 79 - Looking south towards Clallam River. This protion of stand correctly identified as non-habitat, P-Stage 0.0. Though it is located with the 
Clallam East SHA and deferred from management. 



 

Photo 80 - Looking south towards Clallam River. This protion of stand correctly identified as non-habitat, P-Stage 0.0 . Though it is located with the 
Clallam East SHA and deferred from management. 



Appendix B: Economic Data 

A variety of socio-economic data for analysis is readily available on the internet. This data is available in a variety of 

formats and level of detail.  

For Example, Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 below provide the summary data for several school districts (Cape Flattery, 

Quillayute Valley, Naselle-Grays River, and Willapa valley School Districts) where impacts from the MM LTCS will be 

greatest. These tables summarize the enrollment, race/ethnicity, and low-income percentage of students in the district. 

These reports along with additional data can be found at:  

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/Summary.aspx?domain=AYP&schoolId=264&reportLevel=District&year=2017-

18&yrs=2017-18 

This link is for the 2017-2018 school year, but previous year data is also available. Additional school data is available 

from the OSPI website. Some districts also track timber revenue, such as the Quillayute Valley School District. For 

example, over the last 15 years (2001-2002 to 2017-2018) that district has averaged $163,152 in revenue to its Debt 

Service account from DNR timber sales on State Forest Transfer lands. It is unclear from the RDEIS what impact the MM 

LTCS will have on this district. This analysis is especially critical now that the District can also retain the revenue it 

receives for its general fund, which averaged $137,625 per year over the same timeframe.  

Similar concerns over funding to schools such Cape Flattery School District, Naselle and Willapa Valley School Districts 

and to libraries such as the Timberland Regional Library (DNR revenue accounts for about 7% of its operating budget) 

and the public library in Cathlamet which receives some funding through the county. Understanding these impacts is 

only possible with the analysis of the economic impacts of the MM LTCS at the county and junior taxing district level. 

 

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/Summary.aspx?domain=AYP&schoolId=264&reportLevel=District&year=2017-18&yrs=2017-18
http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/Summary.aspx?domain=AYP&schoolId=264&reportLevel=District&year=2017-18&yrs=2017-18


 

Figure 7 



 

Figure 8 



 

Figure 9 



 

Figure 10 

 

 

 



A quick summary source for census related information that includes population, percent of median income, percent of 

poverty rate, and unemployment rate can be found at this link: 

https://www.cims.cdfifund.gov/preparation/?config=config_nmtc.xml 

 

 

 

Finally, the Washington State Employment Security Department provides a vast array of economic and job-related data 

at the State and County level. Wage data by job classification (title, type) can be found at the county level for most jobs. 

Poverty 

Rate 

Qualified

Median 

Income 

Qualified Metro Designation SHAPE.STArea() SHAPE.STLength() CountyFIPS StateFIPS

2011-2015 Census 

Tract FIPS PctMedianFamilyIncome UnemploymentRate County Code State Abbreviation State Name County Name UnemploymentRateRatio RatioQualified PovertyPopulation QOZ

Yes Yes Non-Metropolitan 132515294.3 76693.1952 12527 53  62.06 10.9 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 1.31325301 No 4657 Yes

Yes No Non-Metropolitan 27778408.39 50767.30997 12527 53  89.74 8.8 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 1.06024096 No 3793 Yes

No Yes Non-Metropolitan 2434307520 344151.8441 12527 53  75.53 11.6 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 1.39759036 No 3299 No 

Yes Yes Non-Metropolitan 2161339173 352668.6393 12527 53  79.79 4.2 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 0.5060241 No 938 Yes

No Yes Non-Metropolitan 250529121.8 115707.7837 12527 53  53.87 17 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 2.04819277 Yes 1489 Yes

No Yes Non-Metropolitan 2384004315 400300.7643 12527 53  71.28 6.8 -1252 WA Washington Clallam 0.81927711 No 1540 Yes

https://www.cims.cdfifund.gov/preparation/?config=config_nmtc.xml


The individual County data can be accessed via the county data tables link on this web page: 

https://esd.wa.gov/labormarketinfo/report-library 

Taxing district data associated with individual DNR parcels can be found through county GIS Data and/or the County 

Assessors Office. Tax Code Areas seldom change, especially in rural forested settings. This would aid both agencies with 

analyzing the economic impacts of the proposal at the county, junior taxing district and community level. 

https://esd.wa.gov/labormarketinfo/report-library


Perspectives and Analysis on the 
DNR Marbled Murrelet Long 
Term Conservation Strategy



Goal for Today

Highlight why you need to be engaged 
in this process and the potential impacts 

to your organization and community



MM LTCS Background

• 1997 HCP

• Interim Strategy (1997 to present)

• 2016 DEIS

• 2018 RDEIS



What Does the RDEIS Preferred Alternative H Do?
• Existing Long-Term Forest Cover of 567,000 acres or ~40% of land base

• 29 Special Habitat Areas that are intended to have no human interaction

• Additional Long-Term Forest Cover for Marbled Murrelets of 43,000 acres 
~10,000 more than the current “Interim Strategy”

• Potential Impact to recreational facilities and use in and near SHAs

• Incorrectly applies “P-stage” values to stands inconsistent with the 2008 
Science Team Report, thus overstating the amount of habitat on DNR 
trust lands. Assumes legacy trees that often do not exist today.



What Does the RDEIS Not Do?

• Evaluate and disclose the economic impacts to beneficiaries including 
Junior Taxing Districts that provide public services

• Clearly identify the ability and procedures to manage non-habitat stands 
with access limitations due to conservation measures or “islands” of 
manageable stands

• Does not address other likely factors impacting the health of marbled 
murrelets beyond nesting habitat, such as ocean conditions



What Does A Murrelet Need?
• A tree large enough and old enough: 

• to produce a minimum 7” diameter 
horizontal limbs or platforms

• These limbs or platforms are at least 40 
feet above the ground
• Needed for stall landings and 

takeoffs

• A large canopy above for protection from 
rain and predators



What Does A Murrelet Need?

• A broken canopy structure to provide high 
speed flight access

• Open stand that allows for high speed 
flight and access to nesting platforms
• Stall Landings and Drop Takeoffs

• Typical of Old Growth stands not managed 
forests



• Two Definitions From Table S.3.3:

Alt C and D: Discrete areas of marbled murrelet habitat and adjacent security 
forest within which active management and other land uses are restricted

Alt E and H: Areas in which active management and other land uses are 
restricted

• The intent per DNR is to exclude human interaction and 
influence on these areas. Thus reducing revenue to trust 
beneficiaries, now and into the future.

What is a Special Habitat Area (SHA) and Why does it Matter?



 Pacific County

 Wahkiakum County

 Clallam County

 Skagit County

Where are the SHAs?

Why are we reviewing 
on the ground?
• Ground truthing the P-Stage Model

• Finding acres of young non-habitat





















Why Does this Matter?
• Impacts to revenue to Beneficiaries

• Impacts to volume

• Impacts to jobs

• Potential Impacts to DNR’s economic viability

• Impacts to the MM population



What is next?

• Comments are due December 6th

• Key Topics

• Continued engagement with DNR and USFWS on economic analysis

• Ongoing presentations and information provided to the BNR

• Solutions Table Update

• Sign up for WCSN and HFHC information



Legislative Involvement
• October 30, 2017 letter sent to DNR by 12 

legislators in support of Alt. B

• November 17, 2017 Work Session – House AGNR

• 2018 Session – HB 2285 (Chapman), HB 2300 
(Walsh)

• Numerous committee hearings on legislation, floor 
debates



Legislative Involvement
• February 12, 2018 1.5 Hour House Floor Debate



Legislative Involvement

• Proposed Senate Alternative B Budget Proviso  

• Final Budget Proviso, Sup. Oper. Budget (ESSB 6032.SL)



Legislative Involvement
 ESHB 2285 (2018) – “Solutions Table”

 Requires “losses and gains” report, recommendations to 
Legislature, annual committee work sessions

 Concerns about economic analysis

 HB 2329 (2012) - Encumbered lands steering cmte -
Pacific, Wahkiakum, and Skamania counties

 Report to the Legislature, possible TLT proposals    



Congressional Involvement
 Multiple letters from Cong. Herrera Beutler

 House Fiscal Year 2019 Interior Appropriations Bill 
Language sought to prohibit MMLTCS set asides  
“in excess of those identified as occupied habitat, existing old 
growth stands, stands that will become old growth within 70 years, 

and associated buffers.”



What Can You Do?
• Comments due December 6th

• Key Topics for Comment / One-Pager 

• Health Forests, Healthy Communities Action Alert 

• Continued focus on economic, revenue analysis with DNR/USFWS

• Request that DNR provide impact analysis specific to your public entity

• Engagement with the BNR, which must make final decision

• 2019 Legislative Session – share your concerns with your Legislators

• Sign up for WCSN and HFHC updates, share with others
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